A method for manufacturing a Universal Serial Bus (USB) head comprises: locating metal sheets with both ends being closed into a first mold and performing a first injection molding; removing a sprue portion and a fixing portion at top of the metal sheets from a product subjected to the first injection molding, to obtain a first-injected-product; locating the first-injected-product into a second mold and performing a second injection molding; removing an exposed fixing portion of the metal sheets from a second-injected-product, to obtain the USB head desired. In the USB head, four metal sheets are arranged with a certain spacing, and the metal sheets are closed at both ends.
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1) After a first injection molding, removing a sprue portion and fixing portions of the metal sheets.

2) Locating a product subjected to the first injection molding into a second mould and performing a second injection molding.
Fig. 4

1. Locating metal sheets with both ends being closed into a first mould and performing a first injection molding.

2. Removing a sprue portion and a fixing portion at top of the metal sheets from a product subjected to the first injection molding, to obtain a first-injected-product.

3. Locating the first-injected-product into a second mould and performing a second injection molding.

4. Obtaining a second-injected-product, and removing an exposed fixing portion of the metal sheets from the second-injected-product, to obtain the USB head desired.
UNIVERSAL SERIAL BUS HEAD AND MANUFACTURING METHOD THEREOF

TECHNICAL FIELD

The disclosure relates to the field of Universal Serial Bus (USB), particularly to a USB head and a manufacturing method thereof.

BACKGROUND

With the development of living standards and progress of network technologies, people may have greater demands on mobile office and instant Internet access; as a wireless terminal device, a wireless Internet card is one of the main mediums for present communications. Generally, as a wireless terminal product, the wireless Internet card is matched with the mobile terminal device so as to realize real-time Internet access functions and facilitate the communications among people in the information age, and especially becomes the electronic product necessary to the business people.

As the wireless Internet card is popularized and the competition is intensified, the wireless Internet card is developed from the originally single function to the personalization and fashion, and stronger in the functions and more beautiful in appearance; the wireless Internet card with a half-closed rotating USB head is the one typical representative. In comparison with the traditional design, the wireless Internet card with such the design is thinner, slimmer and more beautiful.

FIG. 1 is a structure diagram of a half-closed USB head; as shown in FIG. 1, four metal sheets arrange with a certain spacing in the USB head are used as four pins, namely 4 PINs, the four metal sheets are used as interfaces connected with an external device. The metal sheets are only 0.15 mm in fixing depth due to self-rigidity and relative thin body; the traditional four Pin metal sheets are not connected into a whole and located only by several holes in the tail part and limited to 0.15 mm height; thus the USB head is easy to deform, extrude or degum in the production procedure of a present first injection moulding, and majority ineffective products are produced to fail to satisfy demands of large-batch production.

In addition, the metal sheets are placed for a long time in the injection procedure while one side of each metal sheet is opened and hard to fix; in an injection mould assembly procedure, the mould assembly is to assemble the mould with the great mechanical thrust so as to prevent the high-pressure injection of the melted plastic in the injection procedure and the huge opening force of the mould generated by mould filling; therefore, the metal sheets are easy to stagger to pinch the mould or the injected product has defect in appearance; once the mould is pressed in the product or has defect in the appearance, the mould repairing is relatively difficult; and the injection mould of the USB head is complex so that the metal sheets are relatively difficult in assembly.

At present, the USB head manufacturing technique generally comprises: locating metal sheets with one end being closed into the mould, and directly performing a first injection molding; taking out a product, removing an exposed fixing portion of the metal sheets, and obtaining the USB head desired; when the USB head is produced, each manufacturing produces the products for the first time by the long-time technique adjustment and running-in if the same USB heads are dispersively manufactured in different manufacturers, so as to easily cause the delay of the project progress and the product quality; and output efficiency is extremely low so as to increase product costs.

SUMMARY

In view of this, the main purpose of the disclosure is to provide a USB head and a method for manufacturing a Universal Serial Bus (USB) head, so as to greatly promote the yield of the USB head, reduce manufacturing costs and improve production efficiency.

For the above purpose, the technical scheme is realized in the following manner:

1. The disclosure provides a method for manufacturing a Universal Serial Bus (USB) head, which comprises:
   - step A: locating metal sheets with both ends being closed into a first mould and performing a first injection molding;
   - step B: removing a sprue portion and a fixing portion at top of the metal sheets from a product subjected to the first injection molding, to obtain a first-injected-product;
   - step C: locating the first-injected-product into a second mould and performing a second injection molding; and
   - step D: removing an exposing fixing portion of the metal sheets from a second-injected-product, to obtain the USB head desired.

2. In the scheme, during the first injection molding, only portions near to the fixing portions at the top of the metal sheets may be injected. The metal sheets may be elastic metal sheets.

3. In the scheme, in the steps B and D, the removing the fixing portions of the metal sheets may comprise: removing the fixing portions of the metal sheets by laser etching, or by stamping out the fixing portions of the metal sheets.

4. In the scheme, the first injection molding may have a cycle of 10 seconds, and the second injection molding may have a cycle of 15 seconds.

5. The disclosure also provides a USB head, in which four metal sheets are arranged with a certain spacing, wherein the metal sheets are closed at both ends.

6. The USB head and the making method provided by the disclosure have the following advantages and features:
   - 1. The USB head adopts the metal sheets with both ends being closed so as to conveniently fix the metal sheets; the metal sheets are not deviated or deformed by the high-speed flowing plastics in the injection procedure; the opened metal sheet in the prior art is easy to deviate or deform.
   - 2. The disclosure adopts the split design in the manufacturing technique, which is especially as follows: separately injecting the portion of the metal sheets near to the fixing portion at top and the other portion, and adopting twice injection moulding technique. In comparison with the present once injection moulding technique, the technique greatly simplifies the manufacturing difficulty, improves production efficiency and stability, and reduces manufacturing costs greatly.
   - 3. In the disclosure, the first injection is only to inject the portion near to the fixing portion at the top of the metal sheets; the mould is not complex in structure while there is no structure of slide block and slope top and so on in the first injection; the second injection portion fails to affect the portion of the metal sheets even if the mould is complex in structure. The technical art adopts the once injection moulding technique so that the injected metal sheets are deformed, extruded or degummed.
   - 4. Based on the manufacturing technique of the disclosure, the metal sheets of the first injection is taken as the standard component for specialized production; and then, the produced standard component is directly used. However, each manufacturer produces the products in the first time by the long-time technique adjustment and running-in in the technical art so as to easily cause the problems of projection progress delay and product quality; the yield efficiency is
extremely low and the price is increased. The making technique of the disclosure ensures the stability of the product quality to avoid mould re-opening and repeated repairing and adjustment; therefore, the production cost is reduced and the production efficiency is improved.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a structure diagram of a half-closed USB head;
FIG. 2a and FIG. 2b are structure diagrams of a half-closed USB head and metal sheets with both ends being closed, respectively;
FIG. 3 is a diagram of a procedure for manufacturing a USB head; and
FIG. 4 is a flowchart of a method for manufacturing a USB head.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The basic concept of the disclosure is as follows: locating metal sheets with both ends being closed into a first mould and performing a first injection molding; combining the metal sheets with plastics during the first injection molding, and removing a sprue portion and a fixing portion at top of the metal sheets; locating a product subjected to the first injection molding into a second mould and performing a second injection molding; after the second injection molding, removing an exposed fixing portion of the metal sheets from a product subjected to the second injection molding.

The description of the disclosure is further described in detail with reference to the drawings and specific embodiments.

FIG. 2a is a structure diagram of a half-closed USB head, which adopts the half-closed structure design of the metal sheets with both ends being closed; the part in the right circle of FIG. 2a is an enlarged view of the part in the left circle. The structure is specifically as follows: as shown in FIG. 2a, four metal sheets with both ends being closed are arranged with in a certain spacing of the USB head, namely 4 PINs; in comparison with the metal sheets with one end being closed in the prior art, the metal sheets with both ends being closed are well fixed; the metal sheets are not deviated or deformed in the high-speed flowing plastics in the injection procedure. FIG. 2b is a structure diagram of metal sheets with both ends being closed in the USB head in FIG. 2a. The USB head is applied to terminal products, thus the terminal products are obviously reduced in the volume, and clean and beautiful in appearance. Generally, the USB head is mainly applied to Internet card terminal and also other terminal products.

FIG. 3 is a diagram of a procedure for manufacturing a USB head, as shown in FIG. 3, the disclosure comprises the metal sheets with both ends being closed; a front small cube of the metal sheets can be only injected in the first injection molding; a front end of the small cube is broken off after the first injection molding, that is, removing or washing off fixing portions at the top of the metal sheets by laser etching or stamping, as shown in step 1); then removing the sprue portion from the product subjected to the first injection molding to locate it into the second mould, and performing the second injection molding; that is, injecting the other portion of the metal sheets except the first injection portion, as shown in step 2); reference sign 31 of the step 2) in FIG. 3 represents the exposed fixing portion of the metal sheets to be removed. In the procedure, fixing the opened metal sheets removed the fixing part in the step 1) by plastics during the first injection molding, so as to avoid PIN corner deviation and pressing. The disclosure comprises the metal sheets with both ends being closed, which will be located into the mould to stably mould and have high efficiency. The disclosure adopts the split manufacturing and second injection technique. Although two moulds and two injection machines are needed, the yield is highly 95% to reduce the technique cost by 0.28 RMB respectively. The traditional technique yield only reaches to 55% and the technique cost is about 0.6 RMB respectively; obviously, the technique cost is saved by 0.32 RMB respectively.

FIG. 4 is a flowchart of a method for manufacturing a USB head, as shown in FIG. 4, the manufacturing method comprises the following steps.

Step 401: locating metal sheets with both ends being closed into a first mould and performing a first injection molding;
Step 402: pre-obtaining the existing metal sheets with both ends being closed; adopting the metal sheets with both ends being closed for fixing the metal sheets; closing the two ends of the metal sheets, to avoid being deviated or deformed by high-speed flowing plastics during the injection molding.
Step 403: locating the first-injected-product into a second mould and performing a second injection molding;
Step 404: obtaining a second-injected-product, and removing an exposed fixing portion of the metal sheets from the second-injected-product, to obtain the USB head desired;
Step 405: wherein removing the exposed fixing portions of the metal sheets by laser etching, or by stamping out the fixing portions of the metal sheets.

In the procedure, the first injection molding has a cycle of 10 S, and the second injection molding has a cycle of 15 S. The metal sheets in the disclosure are specifically elastic metal sheets.

The above is only preferred embodiments of the disclosure, and is not to limit the disclosure. Various modifications and changes can be made to the disclosure without departing from the spirit and principle of the disclosure, any modifications, equivalent substitutes, improvements and the like should be included within the protection scope of the disclosure.

What is claimed is:
1. A method for manufacturing a Universal Serial Bus (USB) head, comprising:
   step A: locating metal sheets with both ends being closed into a first mould and performing a first injection molding;
   step B: removing a sprue portion and a fixing portion at top of the metal sheets from a product subjected to the first injection molding, to obtain a first-injected-product;
   step C: locating the first-injected-product into a second mould and performing a second injection molding; and
   step D: removing an exposed fixing portion of the metal sheets from a second-injected-product, to obtain the USB head desired.
2. The method according to claim 1, wherein during the first injection molding, only portions near to the fixing portions at the top of the metal sheets are injected.
3. The method according to claim 1, wherein in the steps B and D, the removing the fixing portions of the metal sheets comprises: removing the fixing portions of the metal sheets by laser etching, or by stamping out the fixing portions of the metal sheets.
4. The method according to claim 1, wherein the first injection molding has a cycle of 10 seconds, and the second injection molding has a cycle of 15 seconds.

5. The method according to claim 1, wherein the metal sheets are elastic metal sheets.

6. The method according to claim 2, wherein the first injection molding has a cycle of 10 seconds, and the second injection molding has a cycle of 15 seconds.

7. The method according to claim 2, wherein the metal sheets are elastic metal sheets.

8. The method according to claim 3, wherein the metal sheets are elastic metal sheets.

* * * * *